LexisNexis TotalPatent One®

A patent search solution that is fast, easy and comprehensive. The all new interface delivers a more fluid, efficient user experience and is backed by best-in-class content.

TotalPatent One® enables you to:

- **Have confidence in your results** with access to the world’s most comprehensive patent database.
- **Improve efficiency** with a faster, cleaner, more intuitive user interface
- **Stay ahead of the competition** with the ability to continuously monitor competitors’ patents.

TotalPatent One provides comprehensive on point results when preparing and defending your patents.

Now you can stop searching and start finding the results you need.

Please visit LexisNexisIP.com/TotalPatentOne to learn more
LexisNexis TotalPatent One® Exclusive Features

Most Comprehensive Content
Know your patent research is complete with the world’s largest and deepest collection of patent data from around the globe.

Machine Translation
Search patents in English, even if they were originally written in another language, with the largest collection of fully translated documents.

Largest Collection of Searchable PDFs Available Anywhere
Explore the largest collection of searchable PDFs available. Easy to use and easy to share, the PDFs are compressed to enable faster searching of large documents.

Similarity Search
Find other relevant results and save time by doing a similarity check which matches your document to all documents in the database. The 10 highest scoring documents, according to title and abstract text, are automatically shown.